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Mar 3, 2016 Click on "bigfile.000" or "bigfile.000.tiger" and choose "extract" from the dropdown
box at the top. If it doesn't work, be sure to set the path to the "bigfile.000" folder to the location

where it is extracted to. Download Tomb Raider: Legend Select Main File Dec 12, 2014 How do I
decompile TR Legend? And I'm also curious to know how to decompile the necessary meshes and
texture files Dec 22, 2014 Is there an option in TR Legend to re-package the game with the files
decompiled? Dec 24, 2014 For TR Legend, is there an option to include the non-drm textures (in
'Textures.zip') in the game? Dec 24, 2014 Is there an option in TR Legend to re-package the game

with the files decompiled? Dec 26, 2014 For TR Legend, is there an option to include the non-
drm textures (in 'Textures.zip') in the game? Dec 26, 2014 Is there an option in TR Legend to re-
package the game with the files decompiled? Dec 27, 2014 For TR Legend, is there an option to
include the non-drm textures (in 'Textures.zip') in the game? Dec 27, 2014 Is there an option in

TR Legend to re-package the game with the files decompiled? Mar 13, 2015 Is there an option in
TR Legend to re-package the game with the files decompiled? Apr 4, 2015 For TR Legend, is
there an option to include the non-drm textures (in 'Textures.zip') in the game? Apr 9, 2015 Is

there an option in TR Legend to re-package the game with the files decompiled? Apr 9, 2015 For
TR Legend, is there an option to include the non-drm textures (in 'Textures.zip') in the game? Apr
12, 2015 Is there an option in TR Legend to re-package the game with the files decompiled? Apr
20, 2015 Is there an option in TR Legend to re-package the game with the files decompiled? Apr
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A: There's no DRM for game
BIGFILE.000, only for game TR7.
DRM for BIGFILE.000 is just error
message. unpack some of the files in
folder BIGFILE.000 (not all the files)
look for folder TIGER_DRM on
downloaded folder
TIGER_DRM_DATA copy all files in
folder TIGER_DRM to
TIGER_DRM_DATA (backup folder
first) open the file TR7.exe (at the end
of file TIGER_DRM) change this value:
TR7_DRM_DRV_Vendor=Generic(x0)
TR7_DRM_DRV_ID=DEADBEAT
TR7_DRM_DRV_Rev=0
TR7_DRM_DRV_Ext=1.0.0
TR7_DRM_DRV_Flags=0x3e000000
TR7_DRM_DRV_Name=DRM
Deadbeat to this value:
TR7_DRM_DRV_Vendor=GDI(x0)
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TR7_DRM_DRV_ID=DEADBEAT
TR7_DRM_DRV_Rev=0
TR7_DRM_DRV_Ext=1.0.0
TR7_DRM_DRV_Flags=0x3e000000
TR7_DRM_DRV_Name=DRM
Deadbeat run game TR7 press X to exit
you get the same error. one more try
copy all files in folder
TIGER_DRM_DATA to folder
TIGER_DRM open the file TR7.exe (at
the end of file TIGER_DRM) change
this value:
TR7_DRM_DRV_Vendor=Generic(x0)
TR7_DRM_DRV_ID=DEADBEAT
TR7_DRM_DRV_Rev=0
TR7_DRM_DRV_Ext=1.0.0
TR7_DRM_DRV_Flags=0x3e000000
TR7_DRM_DRV_Name=DRM
Deadbeat to this value: TR7_DRM_DR
4bc0debe42
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